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Craft has raised the bar on what sort of content challenges an off-the-shelf CMS can handle, with element types, Matrix fields, and flexible relationships. It's time to raise the bar even higher. Commerce Roadmap. We've got a lot of exciting things planned for Commerce, from new integrations with payment, shipping, tax, and fulfillment services, to multi-store.
State of Craft have 0 posts, 0 topics, 1 members, 25 total visits, 0 monthly visits, 61,152º in Top Forum. The newest member is Marcos Vinicios Oliveira Rocha last user. State of Craft 2018. posted by Brandon. Craft has raised the bar on what sort of content challenges an off-the-shelf CMS can handle, with element types, Matrix fields, and flexible relationships. It’s time to raise the bar even higher. Commerce Roadmap. We’ve got a lot of exciting things planned for Commerce, from new integrations with payment, shipping, tax, and fulfillment services, to multi-store.
A weapons shop to craft melee weapons and a gun shop to craft guns and ammo. These allow all weapons to be crafted thanks to matty dienhoff for Brants military surplus and silentresident for crossbows. Changed all guns to real names as Brimstone does including lifeline guns. Here’s to the folks that make craft beer possible; the farmers, brewers, maltsters and masters of creation. See more of State of Craft Beer on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of State of Craft Beer on Facebook. Log In. Forgotten account?